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III. SEA D.?IFT 

e<'MPOSED: J.903 a t Grez 

FIRST PERFORMANCE: Essen, . Germany, 1906, George Witt, Conductor 

TEXT: excerpts of Walt Whitman's Sea Drift 

FORCES REQUIRED: Baritone solo, SSAATTBB Chorus and Orchestra 

Arthur Hutchings comp1ents: 

Most critics think Sea Drift to be the most perfect among Delius's 
aajor work~ •••••• several reasons could be given f or the perfection of 
sea Drift, apart from the plain one ~~at Delius rarely wrote at so consistent 
a level of inspiration ••••• . Firs t we notice that Delius never bent a text 
to his musical purposes in .so mas terly a way; his decision sometimes to 
let the baritone solo, sometimes the chorus, advance the story, at other 
places to make the chorus echo the soloist or just give emotional or · 
atmospheric background, is made wi~~ uncanny judgment of the right t imes 
or places for one type of approach; none of the d evices is overworked. 
The pathos of hucan bereavement, s~lized in the seagull's bereavement, 
could well have been expressed by this particular composer by means of 
orchestra or choir, separately or together, but one cannot now think o f 
so poignant .a medium as the baritone vo i ce crying above , within and around 
the chorus and orchestra.! 

Philip Heseltine calls it a lyrical utterance , a dramatic work in whose 

nrsic "we seem to hear the very quintessence of all the sorrow and unres t 

that man can feel because of h:ve. "2 He continues: 

It is the veritable drarta of l ove and death, an image of the mystery 
of separation. The soul, c.istracted by doubt , rises in impassioned protest 
against the unheeding stars; but confronted at every turn by darkness and 
silence, it sinks down into a sort of numbness of endurance, and, when 
all that it has loved and hoped f or seems to have f allen away, it rises 
again to re-create the past, to c l othe it in a vesture of imperished 
reality. The unity and formal perfection of this work embody the realization 
that all was foreordained, the future implicit in the past. Fate is 
accepted from the beginning: only fpr a moment does rebellion stir; and 
in the tragic annihilation of all that life has seemed to offer is found 
in the end a deeper truth and a more l asting beauty.3 

Beecham's account of a London performance serves as a summation of the 

favorable comment concerning Sea Drift: 

Sea Drift I repeated in London towards the end of the following February 
[1910], and not without interest i s a judgment upon the work by one 
habitually sparing in her praise - Ethel Smyth: 

'I aa a slow listener and whosoever the people may be who 
grasp veiy deep and new thoughts, and jump to a new outlook in 
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one munite, I . am not one of .them. But I felt of course all through 
th'e ?erformance' pages of such divine exquisite beauty- that I have 
absolute confidence in the other pages that connect them even 
tho' their content .- may be less 'irresistible on superficial acquaintance. 
The whole thing remains in one's mind ·as a great vision - I am longing 
to haar it again. • 4 · · 

sea Drift a~d An Arabesque are the only large choral works of Delius which 

are not distinctly sectionalized.* This fact is easily traced to Delius's 

use in each case of only a single poem for the text. This compositional 

technique has significant implications, because both works have not only a 

unity of textual and emotional theme, but also a strong musical cohesion 

conveyed by re~urring motivic material and identical musical ideas for the 

beginning and ending. 

With Sea Drift, Oelius ' s musical setting responds ideally to the narrative 

character of Whitman's original poetry. However, his musical treatment of 

the text is quite unusual. I t is common to assume that a poem involving 

distinct characters - the young boy and the bird - might suggest differ ent 

musical treatment for each . In Sea Drift, Delius employs baritone solo and 

chorus, and yet the text, with its different personages, is portrayed by 

both. Often the chorus states third person narrative or commentary while 

the soloist conveys first person thoughts of the boy or the "feathered guests". 

However these roles are frequently reversed, or the forces combined. It seems 

that hi.s intent was not to identify th_e characters with musical counterparts , 

but_ rather to provide varying degrees of musical or emotional intensity. 

~e musical subdivisions present in the work obviously reflect the text , 

and Deliu~ took great care to organize Whitman's original poetry to the best 

advantage for his musical setting. · He paid lit~le attention to the original 

phrase/paragraph subd~vision.s, but rather combined paragraphs whose texts 

r eferred to one character, and in several instances he stated the texts of 

* Songs of Sunset lacks numerical subdivisions~ however, obvious musical 
sections exist, reflecting the different poems used in the text. 
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separate paragraphs simultaneously. • These liberties, although they might 

seem totally disruptive to the poetry, nevertheless seem to intensify Delius's 

portrayal of the emations of the text . This t echnique i s by no means unique 

to Sea Dpift, b\lt is rather a characteristic of Deli us 's treatment of words . 

He once commented to Fenby: 

The shape of it was· taken out of my hands, so to ,speak, as I worked , 
and was bred easily and effortlessly of the nature and sequence of my 
particular musical ideas, and the nature and sequence of the particular 
poetical ideas of Whitman that appealed to me . 5 

oelius's adaptation of Whitman' s text can be divided into three basic 

parts, ·and it is in these that one can look for some distinct musical 

divisions. They are as follows: 

I. Narration - "Once Paumanok • • • • to •the solitary guest from Alabama. • 

II . The Boy's Observations and T'rzoughts - "Yes, when the stars glistened ••• • 
to "Following you my brother.• 

III. The Bird's Aations ar.d Thoughts - •Soothe! soothe! ••• • to the end. 

These three divisions do not necessari ly ~ly obvious musical sections . 

However,· the emoitional continuity of the work does lend itself to this 

description, and Delius has followed it to some extent in his mus ical setting. 

X. 8a:tTation 

The narrative divides into two sections: 

-!_ •ence Paumanok ••• • to • ••• While ve o•o keep together. • 
This introduces the characters and portrays the setting. 

! •Till of a sudden ••• • to • ••• the solitary guest fr Alabama. • 
This tells of the disappearance of the she-bird and tile events 
that follow. 

Musically, Del ius has employed a sim.i.lar framework in his setting 

of the text: 

! Opening - 152 • 

! 153-208 

* The published Boosey and Hawkes edition presents the entire text as a 
preface, but with no stan.zai.c divisions whatsoever. 
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SEA DRIFT 

Out of the CradZe EndZessZy Rooking -

Out of the cradle endlessly rocking, 
Out of the mock-bird's throat, t he musical shuttle, 
Out of the Ninth-month midnight, 
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OVer the sterile sands, and the fields beyond, where the child leaving his 
.bed wander'd alone, bareheaded, barefoot, 

Down from the shower'd halo, 
Up from .the mystic -play of shadows twining and twisting as if they 

were alive, 
Out from the patches of briers and blackberries, 
From the memories of the bird that chanted to me, 
From your memories, · sad brother, from the fitful risings and fallings I 

heard, 
From under that yellow half-moon late-risen and swollen as if with t ears , 
From those beginning notes of yearning and love there i n the mis t , 
From the thousand responses of my heart never to cease , 
From the myriad thence-arous'd ~ords, 
From the word stronger and more delicious than · any , 
From such as now they start the scene revisiting, 
As a flock, twittering, rising, or overhead passing , 
Borne hither, ere all eludes me, hur riedly, 
A man, yet by these tears a litte boy again, 
Throwing myself on the sand, confronting the waves, 
I, chanter of pains and joys , uniter of here and her eafter, 
Taking all hints to use them, but switfly leaping beyond them , 
A reminiscence sing. 

Once Paurnanok, 
When the lilac-scent was in the air and Fifth-month grass was gr owing , 
Up this seashore in some briers , 
Two feather'd guests from Alabama, two together, 
And their nest, and four light-green eggs spotted with brown, 
And every day the he-bird to and fro near at hand, 
And every day the she-bird crouch'd on her nest, silent, with bright 

eyes, 
And every day I, a curious boy, never too close, never disturbing them 
Cautiously peering, absorbing, translating. 

Shine! shine! shine! 
Pour down your warmth, great sun! 
While we bask, we two together. 

Two together~ 
Winds blow south, or winds blow north, 
Day come white, or night come black, 
Home,. or rivers and mountains from home, 
Singing all time, minding no time, 
While we two keep together. 
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Till of a sudden, 
May-be kill'd, unknown to her mate, 
One forenoon the she-bird crouch 'd not on the nest , 
Nor return'd that afternoon , nor the next , 
Nor ever appear'd again • 

. And thenceforward all summer in the sound of the sea, 
And at night under the full of the moon . in calmer weather, 
OVer the hoarse surging of the sea, 
Or flitting from brier to bri er by day, 
I saw, I heard at intervals the r emaining one, the he-bird, 
The solitary guest from Alabama. 

Blow! blow! blow! 
Blow up sea-winds along Paumanok 's shore, 
I wait and I wait till you blow my mate to me; 

Yes, when the stars glisten'd, 
All night long on the prong cf a ~ss-scallop'd stake , 
Down almost amid the slapping waves, 
Sat the lone singer, wonderful, causing tears. 

He call'd on his mate, 
He pour'd forth the meanings which I of all men know, 
Yes, my brother, I know, 
The rest might not, ·but I have treasur 'd every note, 
For more than once dimly down to the beach gliding, 
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Silent, avoiding the moonbeams, blending myself with the shadows , 
Recalling now the obscure shapes, the echoes, the sounds and sight s after 

their sorts, 
The white arms out in the breakers tirelessly tossing, 
I, with bare feet, a child, the wind wafting my hair, 
Listen'd long and long. 

Listen'd to keep, to sing, now translating the notes, 
, ·Following you, my brother. 

Soothe! soothe! soothe! 
Close on its waves soothes the wave behind, 
And again another behind embracing and lapping, every one close, 
But my love soothes not me, not me. 

Low hangs the moon, it rose late, 
It is lagging - 0 I think it is heavy with love, with love. 

0 madly· the sea pushes upon the land, 
With love, with love. 

0 night! do I not see my love fluttering out among the breakers? 
What is that little black thing I see there in the white? 



JI[ . LOud! ·:loud! loud! 
LOud I call to you, my love! 
High and clear I shoot my voice over the waves, 
Surely you must know who is here, is here, 
You must know who I am, my love. 

Low-hanging moon! 
What is that dusky spot in. your brown yellow? 
0 it is the shape, the shape of my mate! 
0 moon, do not keep her from me any longer. 

· Land!. land! land! 
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Whichever way I turn, 0 I think you could give ·me my mate back again 
if you only would. 

For I am almost sure I see her dimly whichever way I look. 
o · r.ising stars! 
Perhaps the one I want so much will rise, will rise with some of you . 

0 throat! 0 trembling throat! 
Sound clearer through the atmosphere! 

Pierce the woods, the earth, 
Somewhere listening to catch you must be the one I want. 

Shake out carols! 
Solitary here, the night's carols! 

· carols of lonesome love~ death's carols! 
Carols under that lagging, yellow, waning moon~ 
0 under that moon where she droops al_most down into the sea! 
0 reckless despairing carols. 

But soft! sink low! 
Soft! let me just murmur, 
And do you wait a moment you husky-nois'd sea, 
For somewhere I believe I heard my mate responding to me, 
So faint, I must be still, be still to listen, 
But not altogether still, for then she ·might not come immediately to me . 

Hither . my love! 
Here I am! here! 
With this just-sustain'd note I announce myself to you, 
This gentle call is for you my love, for you. 

Do not be decoy'd elsewhere, 
That is the whistle of the wind, it is not my voice, 
That is the fluttering, the fluttering of the spray, 
Those are the shadows of leaves. 

0 darkness! 0 in vain! 
0 I am very sick and sorrowful. 

0 brown halo in the sky near the moon, drooping upon the sea! 
0 troubled reflection in -the sea! 
0 throat! 0 throbbipg heart~ 
And I singing uselessly, uselessly all the night • 

. ( .5Dit4 0f"f r !>'!HDN) 
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o past! 0 happy life! o songs of joy! 
In the air, in the woods, over fields, 
Loved! loved! loved! loved! loved! 
But my mate no more, no more with me! 
We two together no more. 

The aria sinking, 
All else continuing, the stars shining, 
The winds blow~ng, the notes of the bird continuous echoing, 
With angry moans the fierce old mother incessantl.y moaning, 

·On the sand of Paumanok's shore grey and. rustling, 
The yellow half-moon enlarged, sagging down, drooping, the face o f 

the sea almost touching, 
The boy ecstatic, with his bare feet the waves, with his hair ·the 

atmosphere dallying, 
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The love in the heart long pent, now loose, now at last tumultuously 
bursting, 

The aria's meaning, the ears, the soul, swiftly depositing , 
the strange tears down the cheeks coursing, 

C> The colloquy there, the trio, each uttering, 
~ The undertone, the savage old mother incessantly crying, 
I To the boy's soul's questions sullenly timing , some drown'd secret 
T his~ing, 
T To the outsetting bard. 
E 
1> Demon or bird! (said the boy's soul), 

Is it indeed toward your mate you· sing? or is it r eally to me? 
For I, that was a child, my tongue ··s use sleeping, now I have heard you , 
Now in a moment I know what I am for, I awake, 
And already a thousand singers, a thousand songs, clearer, louder , and 

more sorrowful than yours, 
A thousand warbling echoes have started to life within me , never to die . 

0 you singer solitary, singing by yourself, projecting me, 
0 solitary me listening, never more shall I cease perpetuating you, 
Never more shall I escape, never more the reverberations, 
Never more the cries of unsatisfied l ove be absent from me, 
Never again leave me to the peaceful child I was before what there in the· 

night, 
By the sea under the yellow and sagging moon, 
The messenger there arous'd, the fire, the sweet hell within, 
The unknown ~t, the destiny of me. 

0 give me the clew! (it lurks in the night here somewhere), 
0 if I am to have so much, le~ me have more! 

A word then (for I will conquer it) 
The word final, superior to all, 
Subtle, sent up - what is it? - I listen; 
Are· you whispering it; and have been all the time, you sea-waves? 
Is that it from your : ·liquid rims and wet sands? 



Whereto answering, the sea, · 
Delaying not, hurrying not, 
Whisper'd me through the night, and very plainly before day-break, 
Lisp\! to me ·.the low arid delicious word death, 
And ~gain death, dea~~ . death, death, 
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Hissing melodious , neither like the bird nor l ike my arous''d child's heart , 
But edging near as privately for me rustling at my feet, 
reeping thence steadily up to my ears and laving me softly all over, 
Death, death, death, death, death. 

Which I do not .forget, 
But fuse the song of y dusky demon and brother, 
That he sang to me in the moonlight on Paumanok's grey beach, 

· With the thousand responsive songs at random, 
My own songs 'awaked from that hour, 
And with them the key, the word up from the waves, 
The word of the sweetest song and all songs , 
That strong and deli c i ous word which, cre.eping to my feet, 
(Or like some old crone rocking the cradle , swathed in sweet garments, 

bending aside), 
The sea whisper'd me . 
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These are large subdivisions and ref_lect only general musical relati onships . 

Section A 

This secLion begins ambiguously in c# minor/E major and ends in E major. 

It contains six prominent musical motifs, all of which recur later in the 

work. The repetition of motifs(!) 1 ,1) 1 Q> , and@) within Section ~ itself 

qives a strong sense of continuity to the entire section , despite the fact 

that it can be sUbdivided -as follows: 

!. _Orchestral Introduction. - opening to 45 - motifs(!) , ~ , @ 

!!. . Choral Introduction (chorus and solo) - 46- 9i - motifs~· , @ , ~ , 
(~ .• @ 

~ Solo - 92-107 - motifs(!),@ 

! Choral and solo - 108-152 - motifs Q) 1 @ 1 (] 1 @ 

!. Delius presents three significant motifs in the first four bars 

of music: (!) 1@ (a variant in diminution of QJ)1 and@ . The r hythmic 

monotony of@ and the flo~ing ~ali ty of @ s trongly suggest the motions 

of the sea. An important characteristic of the musical ideas employed 

in the entire work appears here as well: the consistent use of a four- bar 

phrase (occasionally two-bar or two-plus-two) . MotifQDis such a phrase, 

and@ and@ ai:.e employed in two-plus-two patterns. This forty-five bars 

of opening orchestral material also suggests an rnJ@2J structure. ------
(!)1 violin I ; . r~l J_E 
®1 flute :f · ~ 1:. .L . ~ ~ &* ¢ , I r r 1 r r r r 1 r 
® \ 

IJ -

@ 59 



71 · l'lute, violin 

~ 108 chorus ~opranp - ~ 

. · &~s r f I :--R 
G) 167 English ho~, violin I ~ 

-+f~;~ 
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(i)- Opening to 25 - These twenty-five bars break down basically 

into four-bar units. The first twenty bars easily divide into five 

four-bar phrases, each containing two statements of~- and@ , and 

one of Q) • A fc;>ur-bar harmonic rhythm in each phrase is equally 

clear here because of the progressions suggested by@ • Bars 21-25 

include an identical harmonic rhythm and a repetition of the blo-bar 

idea in the Englis h born . 

lil can also be analyzed by eight-bar units. I t is obvious that 

repetition of the opening occurs at bar 9 • and the harmonic ootion 

of the first sixteen bars does support an eight-bar pattern. However , 

becaUse of the vay these motifs are employed later in the work , f our-

bar phrases seem a re accurate analysis. Regardless of phrase 

lenqth, the material of@) is repetitious and sequential, with interesting 

c:banqes in harmonic direction providing a sense of motion. This 

sequential pattern of phrases helps to enhance the suggested image 

of the monotonous l:lOtion of the sea. 

The opening tonal..ity seems purposeful.l.y ambiguous due to an 

inverted c:l lllinor triad. The second bar suggests E major with an 

added_ sixth JDOre than it does cl7 in t:hi..rd inversion. 
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-~- 26-45 - This begins in the related t onality of r* minor, 

again with the chord in inversion. ~is quite similar to liD , with 

identical use of thematic material and phrase length. The harmonic 

direction has obviously been changed and the final two phrases (each 

four bars in length) have been altered. Oelius ends the introduction 

on an A7 chord in preparation for the entrance of the chorus at 46 • 

~ At 46 , the chorus enters quietly over orchestral material which 

suggests the opening. This brief reflection compl etes a logic suggested 

in the orchestral introduction ~Y creating a tripartite effect , supported 

mostly by contrasting tonalities and repetitive motifs: The opening 

suggested ct minor/E. major, supported by (!), ~- , and@ ; at 26 an f# minor 

contrast occurred; and· now at 46 the c# minor/E major tonality returns 

conveyed by treble orchestral material recalling Q) in phrase length and 

harmonic tension; by the basses with@ at its origi nal E-B interval ; and 

also at 55-58 by a treble woodwind phrase having different rhythm but the 

same register and melodic contour of@ • A s tronge·r feeling for E major 

is present now because of the sustained E-B fif th in the cellos in 46-47 

and because of the very solid E major conclusion of the choral phrase in 

56 • 

At 59 new material is presented with an abrupt shift to C major (6/4) 

as the chorus begins an imitative declamation of the third phrase of text. 

The accompanying orchestral material introduces (JJ in 59 and maintains a 

variant of@ in the bass~ . @ , a two-bar idea which includes the 

characteristic · •fourth• found in(!) and@ , is treated sequentially 

throoqh 66 • 

At 71 • phrase five of the text is also introduced by a staggered 

entry of the chorus. A highly rhapsodic counter melody~ @) , is heard in 

flute l: and violin solo. This is a two-bar melody and suggests, at least 



in contour, motif G) • The solo _entry in 74 emerges f the cheral 

texture ~ith phrase six, accompanied still by extensive sequencing and 

elaboratio~ of@. The intensity of the solo line drops with the li>'Ords 

• ••• crou::hed on her nest, silent •••• " Between 85 and 91 Oelius employs 

imitation between soloist and chorus. Here, with the phrase • ••• with 

bright eyes ••• ," the choral repetition adds a great sense of war-mth to 

the idea. The choral diminuendo on "eyes'" is joined with the final phrase 

of the rhapsodic violin solo, which states a slight variant o f® in 90 • 

£ From 92-107 the soloist tells for the first t~e of the bay 

"cautiously peering, absorbing, translating." The acoo~ent is very 

simple with only sustained chords in the strings and the monotony of the 

bass repetition of@. Although not exact, the same four-bar b.an:lonic 

tension present in(!) occurs throughout this section . Also Deliu5 ends the 

passage with the repetition of another two-bar idea. 

d A thrilling contrast occurs at 108 (piu an.irrato ) with the fort6 

entrance of the chorus. Again there is a reference to the opening with 

the cl6 tonality and the diminution of (Y stated in the flutes, oboes , and 

clarinets. The soprano vocal line introduces@ , with its rising fi fth 

a derivative of~ . This section has great intensity and is rich in 

orchestral color. 

After the diminuendo on ~Two together" which is accoopanied by 

variants of® and@, Delius develops the next phrase of text with a 

shimmering violin solo obligato over a tenor/soprano unison ( 123 ) • This 

is an obvious and highly effective instance of orchestral word painting. 

A reference to d) is heard i~ the fl~tes at 130 as the choral phrase ends. 

A short solo statement provides a textural contrast before the forte 

entrance to follow at 136 • 

At that point, a throbbing choral finale to. the opening half of the 
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Darrative begins imitatively with two-bar phrases to the words '"singing 

411 the time.'" The orchestra employs s yncopated counter rhythms and 

rustling melodic figures to create a setting of great intensity. The 

voices reach a ·stirring climax in 147 and then gradually diminuendo with 

four bars of melodic descent. A second rustling figure in the ~inds 

occurs for the last time in clarinet II, with a gradual ritard over the 

final E chord in the strings. 

Section B 

The second half of the Narration is fairly short and involves only the 

soloist. It divides into two sections, ~eflecting the two paragraphs from 

Whitman's original text: 

~ 153-170 

b 171-208 

~ The first section is quite suggestive of r ecitative . The vocal 

line is plain and the orchestral accompaniment mostly chordal , with only a 

very slight use of counterpoint. Delius's use or the two sharp introductory 

chords provides an abrupt musical and emotional contrast to the previous 

aaterial and immediately establishes the mood of instability associ ated with 

recitative. 

The solo · line, although containing no exact repetition, does trace 

st.ilar contours: 153-157 consist of the rise ana fall of a fifth f rom 

F to C; 157-160 are quite similar, with C again being the highest pitch 

attained. The vocal line concludes with two more arch phrases, the second 

of which reaches a pianissimo climax of great emotion and beauty. This 

arch line of ~e vocal solo is echoed twice in the orchestra by CD , f irst 

a~ 16~- in the English horn and violin I, and then with an au<JI!lented 

variant .in the clarinet two bars later. Delius also employs more subtle 

forms of imitation in the orchestral material. The descending line of 
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the woodwinds in 157 answers the vocal line of 156 , and a second descending 

woodwind line in 158 , which is echoed in augmeptation in 159-160 , serves 

as orchestral counterpoint. From 162-166 the woodwinds provide a second 

counterpoint with an orchestral phrase o f their own which culminates in 

164 , one bar before the vocal line. The harmony throughout is quite 

chrOmatic, 'especially from 161-165 where all supporting voices move by 

half-step. 

b The final part of the Narration be<Jins at 171 (MoZto Tranquillo>. 

Once again the monotonous motion of the sea i s recalled with the use of 

musical material from the opening of the work. The t onality i s identical, 

@ is present in the bass, and the phrases are f our bars in l ength. 

This section provides a fine example of Delius ' s subtle use of chromat ic 

harmony with chords which appear to dissolve into one another. The vocal 

line is angular by contrast, lacking the r epetition of phrase s hape found 

earlier and relying on repeated notes and tx)tion by l eap. This solo line 

combined with the rhythmic ostinato and sensuous harmonic palette create 

a beautiful effect. 

At 195 , ®returns in augmentation as a counter theme . answered by 

Violin I in 199-200 • Also present is a reference to cr> in the cello 

at 199 • 

With t~e final two phrases of the text, the ostinato becomes l ess 

distinct, and the emotion of sadness is portrayed by the two stateoents of 

® ~ the mel-odic motion in the strings and woodwinds. The music seems 

to reach a poignant repose at 206 with the chorus entrance; however, the 

final harmOnic motion in 208 to an Unstable A7 chord invites the new 

section which follows. 

Viewed as a whole, the Narration section displays obvious structural 

unity as evidenced by the numerous repetitions o f the opening material, chiefly 
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{!) , @ '· and the c #/E t onality. Del i us has al so very effectively s et the 

mood and described the scene in which the remainder of the work will take 

place. One easily senses the rhythm of the sea and the emotions o f happi ness , 

hope, longing, and eventual despair. 

II. The Boy's Observations and Thoughts 

The second major division of the work is far less distinct than the 

Narration. Delius sectionalizes the text but also enhances the cont i nuity 

of emotion by utilizing a musical overlap technique. This occurs at the end 

of the Narration and, much more significantly , from 292-302 • In the latter 

instance, a new musical section begins at 292 with a meter change from ¢ t o 

9/4, an increase in tempo Cpoaao piu mosso) , ·and a shift in tonality. However, 

the text here is a continuation of the final paragraph of The Boy's Observations 

and does not conclude until 302 • In 294 the chorus begins wit h the text of 

Part III, The Bird' s Aations and Thoughts . 

Musically, the material which begins at 292 is definitely t he opening of 

a new dynamic section which culminates well into Part I II. I t i s in no way 

related to the Part II material which precedes it . However, if one i s t o 

utilize the very distinct textual division of the work, the overlap concept 

must be included in an analysis. Consequently, Part I I can be subdivided 

textually as follows (reflecting distinct paragraphs in the poem): 

Transition 206-229 

!. 230-245 

! , 246-257 

£ 258-302 (Part ~II text begins simultaneously at 294 

The musical subdivisions correspond exactly to these textual ones, except 

for the overlap at 205 and at 292 • There is no obvious repetition of musical 

ideas in Part II. Each subdivision is distinct; however, there are subtle 

references to motifs presented in Part I. A kind of musical/emotio~ contour 
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can be discerned in Deli us's setting; with ~ and £. being rhythmically 

animated, in contrast to the introspective B section. 

Transition 

Textually, Whitman at this point interjects the thoughts of the Bird, 

thus providing us with the scene and emotional background for the materi a l 

to follow. The first phrase of this stanza occurs as an overlap at the end 

ot Part I at 206 • Delius scores this stanza as a sudden burst of hope and 

optimism, with a joyous musical setting based almost entirely on sequentia~ 

treatment of a new motif, @ • 

flute I · 

&±· ---r r 1 r 
The section begins at 209 with® stated canonically in the chorus and 

orchestra. The motif appears again six times , with some slight melodic variation. 

Harmonically, the basic tonality of F is employed to support the dominant 

melodic statements of the motif. At 210 the abrupt shift from ·Part I begins 

on an F chord and, after strong harmonic drive , culminates at 221 with a 

climactic orchestral statement of@ over an F 6/4 harmony. 

As is typical of Deli us, the choral and orchestral climaxes do not 

necessarily occur at the same time. This is the case here as the choral 

climax occurs at 217 supported by the strings, but in counterpoint with canonic 

statements of~ in · the oboes and clarinets in 217 , f ollowed by the horns in 219 • 

oboe I t· &; -1/1> + 

111 r r r [ 



The chorus declines in prominence after this 'point, and all voices are in a 

llli.ddle regis::er when the full orchestral climax occurs at 221 • 

After this orchestral high point, a gradual diminuendo follows 22~-229 vitb 

three repetitions of@ (all transposed, and identical with the oboe/clarinet 

statement at 217 ). The chorus, however, returns to prominence wi th three 

statements of the words "Blow, blow" occurring simultaneously wi th these three 

final repetitions of the variant motif. Delius 's sense of vocal r egister and 

resultant sonority is illustrated here with his choice of voicing in the final 

two vocal statements. The high tenor register at 226 is especially effective. 

Section A 

With the entrance of the soloist at 230 , the Boy's narrative begins. 

The text here is especially descriptive, and Delius incorporates ve_ry effective 

orchestral color and two suggestive rhythmic patterns to depict the scene. 

sea DTift's scoring calls for two harps which strikingly dominate the orches tral 

texture at this point. Their opening rhythm is later taken up by the cello 

and is melodically modified t~ resemble~ • 

In 236 an extremely effective rhythmic counterpoint begins between 

violin I, violin II, viola, and the treble woodwinds; and the harps . 

ce1los and bass clarinet. These rhythms combined with the throbbinq ~~le 

tone motion and minor tonality evoke brilliantly the slapping waves of a 

sinister night sea. 

t J J ....... 
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A gradual,. ri.tard begins in 241 , and in resP9nse to the words " ••• wonderful, 

causinq tears ... • a variant echo. of@ is heard haltingly in flute I in 244-245 • 

~ 90Ca1 line i.n A has some repetition of contour and is basically divided 

i.Dto four-bar phrases with some .overlap. The first three lines o.f text are 

~ set with ascending phrases which reflect the urgency of the mood, yet the 

fiaa1 line changes to a falling contour with its poignant words " ••• wonderful , 

c:aus:i.nq tears ••• • • 

Section B 

Delius creates a beautiful contrast in the Boy's Narrative with this brief 

section. Structurally , it is very simple, consisting of an exact harmonic 

sequence . However, it is Delius's independenceofvocal line which creates the 

enthralling effect. 

The section divides into two bars of introduction establishing an 

1J&b tona1 center, two four-bar phrases, and two bars of conclusion . The 

fOur-bar phrases are identical, with one being merely the transposition of t he 

other. The first of these begins at 248 and consists merely of the chromatic 

5 4 . 
~ession from Ab1 to A3 • OVer this progression reappears the violin solo 

~ch Deli.us ~lier associated with the voices of the Birds in Part I. It 

~ a simple four-bar phrase (doubled an octave lower by clarinet I) , yet 

vith great power and emotion with the poignant 4-3 suspension (o# to c# in A 

.ajor) i.n the third measure. Phrase two begins in 252 and is an exact repeat 

of phrase one except it is transposed up a whole tone. The solo violin 

pbrase i.s now even more effective because of its 'higher tessitura. 

Deli.us's great sensitivity to vocal line is display~d brilliantly here. 

~ solo line Which is basically unrelated to the orchestral texture transcends 

tbe structural limits of the simple repetitive four-bar phrases. Its first 

line begi.Ds i.n the introduction and ascends, which tends to a~low the violin 

to be heard alone on the firs.t 4-3 suspension. The secorid phrase begins in 
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the last ~ of orchestral phrase one, overlapping it , and soars to the 

extremely bJ"illiant and eaotiona.l moment reached in 254 when the voice 

finally unites with the violin solo on the second 4-3 suspension. The two 

then descend, ending one easure into the two-bar conclusion which establishes 

a perfect symmetry with the beginning. This beautiful section ends quietly , 

as it began, and musically echos a distant variant of@ in c larinet I and 

English horn. 

Section C 

In this final section of Part II the original tempo and tonal.ity of the 

work reappear, as well as the ¢ meter signature . This section, t.'il.ich is 

longer than either ! or !!_, nusically presents a gradual crescendo of sound 

and energy culminating with the phrase • ••• the white arms out in the breakers 

tirelessly tossing •••• • 

The voice sings a due t vith the solo violin, suggesting the kinship· 

between Bird and Boy. The accompaniment is strictly chordal , vith the only 

motion present provided by the contrap~~tal energy of the violin and voice. 

The violin line with its half-note triplets is suggestive of 4 rhythmically 

and of~ melodically. The voice maintains an undulating contour . At 

272 the violin solo drops out vhile a four-bar chromatic sequence begins 

in the accompaniment. The addition of the two harps helps to intensify the 

increasing energy which culainates after several abrupt ~nic changes 

(f - Ab- a - F - b - f7) at the double bar at 284 • The voice too reaches its 

110st demanding moment at this point with the phrase • ••• the vhite arms out 

in the breakers tirelessly tossing ••• , • after which a slight ra11entando, 

moZ.to diminuendo leads to the textual overlap at 292 and the beginning of 

musical Part III. 

£.bas no repetition of notes except for the chromatic progressit>n from 

272-275 which repeats almost exactly thereafter. The vocal line is of course 
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different • . · Again it is interesting _to see that the highest pitches in the 

orchestra do .not correspond to the highest point in the vocal line when an 

obvious climax is taking place, as evidenced by the high 0 in the orchestra 

at 282 • thr~e bars ahead o f the Eb-F in the vocal line. Of course an 

asc:endinq line does not always imply an impending climax, as Delius chooses to 

end the section in the orchestra with a moZto diminuendo on a rising line 

288-291 • 

Because it is entirely through composed wit~ no obvious repetition, 

Part II lacks the structural unity of Part I. However, this is easily 

accountable to the text which is strictly narrative in character; and as 

pointed out earlier, the emotional contrast provided by ! t ends t o balance 

the section. 

III . The Bird's Actions and Thoughts 

Except for. the first eleven bars which contain the · textual overlap from 

Part II. Part III personifies entirely the actions and emotions of t he Bird . 

Its distince musical subdivisi~ns are all correlated with changes i n the mood 

o~ the poetry and are discernable as follows: 

A 292-338 

Transition 339-343 

.! 344-369 

£ 37G-435 

~ 436 - the end 

In Part III Oelius's setting is much more oriented around musical and 

emotional continuity than around the original poetical subdivisions. In 

numerous places he simultaneously combines the text from different stanzas 

in an attempt to intensify the emotional impact of the moment. This is musically 

accomplished in every case by opposing the soloist and chorus, with the roll 
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of the latter being more prominent in Part III than in either o f the previous 

sections. 

As in Part II, there is no internal repetition of material between the 

subdivisions. However, the unity of the entire work is realized with the 

return of the opening of Part I in the final division of this l as t sect ion. 

Section A 

On "the whole, this section contains. an intense accumulation of energy , 

probably the.·most frenzied part o f the entire work. It divides into two 

parts: 

!. 292-313 G),®,@ 

~ 314-338 @ , CID 

cello, baQs 

@:d 4: (_) l I ¥. 

~. 

! 

!. begins with the meter change from ¢ to 9/4 at 292 • The energy 

contained at the end of .£. of Part II, although dissipating to some extent 

in the rallentando before 292 , does logically continue across the double 

bar. The vocal line, especial1y, prepares the way and could · probably 

be considered to have begun the new JPQOd when the line begins to ascend 

again at 289 • 
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As stated earlier, the choru.s enters with textual overlap in 294 in 

somewhat the same manner as in the transition in Part II. At 300 the 

second phrase of the new text begins with the sopranos " ••• close on its 

wave ••• ," while the soloist states simultaneously the final phrase o f 

Part II. At 303 the altos begin a textual canon with the sopranos, and 

in 305 both parts unite in an octave statement of " ••• lapping, everyone 

close •••• " In 306 the soloist returns with phrase four of the new t ext 

"But my love soothes not me~ not me" against which at 307 the altos 

begin stanza two, "Low hangs the moon ••• ," followed in textual canon by 

the tenor and bass together and then in 310 by the sopranos • . The second 

and final line of the stanza, "It is lagging ••• " is also exposed canonically , 

bringing ~ to a close in 313 • 

At 292 one notices immediately the high sustained A in the violin I 

which evokes an eerie mood , and the subtle swaying of(V in the bass and 

cello. This new motif is obviously related to@ because of the f ifth; 

however, its melodic shape is quite distinct, as will be clarified by 

the significance of~ later in the section. 

As ·with most of Delius's music which involves a gradual culmination 

of energy, the harmonic ~otion of this section is either highly chromatic 

or moves by sudden shifts in tonality, often involving a common tone 

relationship • . !_develops in both ways. The initial d minor tonality is 

transformed at 294 to F# minor when the second statement of (J) appears 

in the bass. The common high A still remains in violin r.. In 296 F# becomes 

the coinmon .tone, as (J) sounds broadly in the horns over a a6 tonal.i, ty. 
4 

: eelius now begins a four measure chromatic motion with a woodwind line 

moving from F* to B in contrary motion to the bass descent from Fl to G 

296-299 One measure later the obvious goal of C major is reached when 

the bass descends from G# to cJl and 7 reappears broadly in the trumpets,-
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At 302 a second step-wise mqtion begins, now partially dia tonic, 

culminat.ing at 304 and · leading into the throbbing entrance of @ at 305 in 

the voic~s, violin I, and oboe I. Accompanying@ is a broad chromatic 

descending line in all the brass. Beginning at 307 , ~ is stat.ed 

sequentially four times, leading to the return of@ at 312 and the 

culmination of the section. Again sequential ·harmonic progressions are 

present as evidenced by the bass motion .in 310 and 311 • Likewise, the 

descending chromatic line in the brass from 306 returns in 312-313 . • 

Delius's treatment of the voices in~ i s more complex than in any 

earlier part of the work, due primarily to the contrapuntal method of 

text declamation. Beginning ln 294 the chorus enters with purely an 

accompanying function, although adding great interest to the total mood 

and texture. However, at 300 with the soprano entr ance, the independence 

of the choral line asserts itself, developing a genuine count erpoint 

textually and musically with the soloist. When the soloist drops out at 

303 and the altos enter, the contrapuntal style continues , a lthough it is 

of a different nature because of the l ack of the contrast in quality 

provided previously by the solo voice. The effective solo-choral counter

point returns with the solo entrance in 306 against the alto line. The 

ensuing choral texture is quite striking with the textual counterpoint. 

In all these canonic places, the canon is only textual , not musical. 

The vocal lines are basically independent of the orchestral material , 

except with the statements of@ and@ where the orchestra reinforces 

the vocal lines to some extent. 

~begins with the return of the solo in 313-314 • The orchestral 

material is suddenly quite different as the second gradual crescendo begins. 

Textually, the entire declamation i s left to the soloist, with the chorus 

now being used to intensify the text with sudden short entrances of key 
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words or ph~ases. 

Oelius incorporates two now motifs in this section around which t he 

harmoni•:: progressions develop. @ appears nine times and@ , which is 

also related to the opening sea motif @ , i s us ed ten times. The harmony 

i s far less chromatic than in ~, but ins t ead Delius employs rapidly 

shifting tonal areas. Tracing the pit ches and harmonies specifically 

with the appearances of@ and@ , the f ollovin<J pattern develops: 

314 316 318 319 320 322 

~ E Bb Bb D E 
A E 

tonality c7 Bb Bb D o6 
4 E 

324 326 327 328 329 330 

·® Bb D cb 

® F D Fl cl ct 
tonality Bb6 

4 D o+ c;b · £16 
4 ~ 

331 332 333 334-335. 

~ G 

® c B 'Bb 
tonality Ab6 e6 

4 
E?G 

4 G/E--1>--G] 

It is quite obvious that a repetitive tonal pattern exists between 

314 and 327 with the two occurrences of the E--Bb--o harmonic sequence 

which involves first~ alone and then in cocbination with@. From 

327-333 Delius intensifies the climactic dri ve by shifting to a chromatic 

pattern involving the bass descent froc ct to sb and the chromatically 

related tonal areas of A, Ab, and E, Eb . The final culminating surge 

occurs at 334 when the orchestra uni tes in one f inal chromatic line leading 

to the climax in 335 • The chorus and solo, however, reach their high 

point the measure before, preceeded by the one-bar unison line " ••• you mus t 

know who is here •••• " 

After the melodic flourish in 335 which is rhythmically related to 

8, there is a rapid diminuendo from fortissico to pianissimo in only 
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three measures. The o.rnarnental orchestral l i nes in 336 and 337 are highly 

e hromati:, preparing t he way for the return of the c * t onality t o come at 

339 and the beginning of B. 

The entire effect of voices and or~hestra throughout ~ is enthralling. 

Delius portrays not only a " fresco" of a surging sea, but superimposes 

upon its energy the weight of emotion contained in this impassioned section 

of the text. The chorus with its sudden interjections is extremely 

effective in heightening the intensity , and al though reiterating the 

soloist's text, the choral lines are closer in rhythm and interval t o 

the orchestral motif®, thus expanding the accompanying sonority . 

This sect ion provides an interesting look at how Oelius shapes a sol o 

vocal line~ He has completely ordered the harmoni c progression by employi ng 

an obvious harmonic sequence, and thus the vocal line becomes a melodic 

counterpoint to the recurring orchestral motifs . I t is most likely t hat 

the emotional and pictorial connotations o f the text stron~ly infl uenced 

his melodic construction . There is no repetition of vocal line even 

in the similar tonal areas, and the rhythmic decl amation lacks any 

consistency. 

Transition 

This brief section provides a short orchestral interlude between the 

· driving' climax just passed in ~ and the a cappella vocal texture of B which 

is to follow • Delius often incorporates in such sections an "expressive" 

statement of some previously significant motif, and this is the case here 

as a plaintif recollection of@ is heard twice, first in 339 and then again 

as a flute solo in 342 • Also significant here is the return of the c# 

tonality not heard since Part II and the subtle presence of a variant ofGD 

in the bass which maintains the musical reference to the sea. 
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Section B 

Although of an entirely different mood, !!_ bears a striking lllUSical 

resecblance to ~which , however, a listener most ~Y would not detect. 

It is a beautiful section, one of the most emotiooal and appeal ing in the 

work, and Oelius's sudden s hift to a cappella ch~ texture i llustrates his 

innate sensitivity to contrasts. Not only is the choral texture enthralling , 

hut als·o the sensitive counterpoint achieved by the entrance of the soloist 

in 351 allows Delius to state quite effectively t1110 different texts simul-

taneously. 

Musically 1 Deli us has e:nployed a quite subtle stroctural technique which 

to some extent links B to A. I f one compares the transitional area between 

~and~ in_! with the transition between_! and.!!_ a:lld the material of !!. itself, 

some intriguing similarities appear. In the f irst case , Delius builds his 

.usical ideas around@ in 312-313 and around@ in 31.4 • Both are dominant 

.otifs in a stirring emotional setting. In the l atter instance , the Transiti on 

(which leads directly into !!. because of the tonality) involves two quiet 

statements of@ and is followed immediately by !!._ <!:00 the choral entrance which 

just so happens to contain a melodically identical statement of@ in the 

soprano line. In the remainder of !!.• §appears three more times, dominating 

the aelodic interest of the choral material. The s ilnilarity between@. here 

aDd@ from Part I is also notable. Thus the structnral similarities between 

~and~ become clear. 

Looking in detail at !!_, there are basically fomr choral phrases - two 

of eight bars, one of four bars 1 and one of . seven; and three solo phrases - one 

of eight bars which coincides exactly with the seccnd eight bar choral phrase; 

one of five bars anQ. one of seven, both of which overlap the remaining choral 

phrases. The choral phrases .orient around® which, ~though melodically 

identical for the first three statements~ is never harmonized in the same 
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manner. The fourth instance of@ is transposed do'Wll a major second and 

incorporateu a fourth harmonization. The last choral phrase, which begins 

at 313 , does not contain@ , but moves instead chromatically in preparation 

for the final E cadence in 369 • 

The solo phrases contain no musical repetition and seem once again linked 

to emotional and textual reference for their declamation. Delius has used 

great skill in creating the interplay betwe~n the soloist and chorus. He 

has carefully allowed each participant to have importance when the other i s 

sustaining a note, thus obtaining a sensitive di alogue . The choral writintJ 

in this section exhibits a lush, warm texture, employing often as many as 

eight parts. There is no internal counterpoint in t he inner voi ces , but 

simply a eonstant chordal motion in all parts. 

Section C 

Delius divides the musical material of this sect ion as follows: 

.! 370-384 

b 384-406 

c 407-417 

c' 410-435 

Textually, he begins with the final line of the stanza which makes up the 

solo text of! and follows this with four complete stanzas. However, there 

exists only a slight correlation with the musical subdivisions since the most 

co,mplicated textual overlap in the work takes place in this section • 

.! This is a short section which establishes a new mood after the 

- quiet close of the a cappella choral section. The orchestra returns 

at 370 with the strings in a chordal texture which includes a subtle 

off-beat rhythmic pattern in the violins and violas. The .unison chorus 

enhances this with a wordless vocal line which basicaliy doubles the 

violins in pitch and rhythm. 
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Th~ soloist enters f orte wi th -what is a possibl e variant o f @ , a 

-.elodic pattern _which is related to@ and which cll reappear sometime in 

!!.· Another variant of this rtl!O_tif is stated a l:!mcst sicultaneously by t he 

. chorus and violins in 370-371 • 

As accompaniment to the second of the four textual phrases found in 

~· Delius introduces at 376 a s imple two measure chromatic figure in 

clarinet I. This is echoed in 378-379 in the cho-rus sopranos and ih flutes 

I and II as counterpoint to the beginning of textoa1 phrase three in the 

solo. A1so appearing in 378-384 in the cello aro bass is a repeating 

descending line in which the rhythm and melodic contour suggest .the wordless 

choral phrase of 370 and @ . Delius combined textual phrases three and 

four at this point, creating a slight musical cl±max in 383-384 which 

relaxes into a modulation to ob at 385 and the !J,eginning of ~
--~ 

flute 

baritone solo .. 
I f j 

~ 'thi.s is a rather complex section involving several siqnific~t 

.Otifs. The Jllain motif,@ (which will later dcmi.nate .£_and ~), is 

introduced by the flutes in 385-386 ; _@is ~..ed by flute I and English 

born in 392 ; ~ appears in a minor version in 395 in .. the solo born and 
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finally in the major key in violin I in 398. Structurally, a kind of 

three-p<~t form is discernible, although the distinctions between these 

sub-sections reflects only the differences in principle accompaniment 

motifs und associated tonal areas: 

385-391 

[§j 392-404 ·@, @,@ A-F 

li3 404-406 ® ob 

~ With the shift to . ob in 385, Delius introduces a simple 

chromatic motif, @ , which will ·permeate the orchestral material 

pe~iodically for the next forty bars. ~he motif is stated sequentially, 

which creates a falling chromatic line because of the descending 

fifth/ascending fourth pattern. 

ob;c · - - - - cb;sb- - -. - - A/G* 
-. Gb/F ~ - -"! Fb/Eb ......... 

The bass also descends chromatically, requiring any contrary motion 

to this accompaniment to be achieved by the vocal lines. (This 

chromatic descent of both bass and treble is most pronounced in 

£ at 407-412 • ) 

Initially,@ appears five times from 385-388, starting on 

ob/Ciand from the third beat of 388 to the fifth beat of 389 three 

aelodic variations occur, the last of which is oriented around ob;c. 

With the final beat of 389 the original melodic material from 386 

returns, and if one considers the o-ob-c variant in 389 as the actual 

starting point, the pattern proceeds almost exactly as before (now 

cbJisbb), i~volving five significant statements of@ over an altered 

hanlonization and ending in 391 • Although the .melodic interest shifts 

to@ with its entrance in . 392 , six more statements of@ are hidden 

in the accompanying material, beginning on C/B in 391-392 in violin II 

and ending on F/E in 39S-396 in violin I and viola. The third repetition 
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of~ in 392-393 in violin I _and oboe I is at its original ob/C pitch 

level, but over a very different harmonization . 

The solo line, which occasiona l ly incorporates @ , i s basically 

independent, and at 390 the chorus returns with textual and musical 

counterpoint, thus establishing a kind of dialogue with the solo 

which Oelius ·employs throughout the remainder of b. 

ID Although there is an obvious continuity in the solo l ine 

. c:onnec;:ting@ and tb1 the introduction of@ in 392 together with a 

change from the chromatic harmony of a tends to establish a new mood. 

Suggestive of the "bird' s call•,@ permeates the accompa."liment and 

becomes more melodically distinct as~ in 395 • 

This sub-section exhibits a subtle balance which refl ects Delius 's 

use of the te~t. At 395 the :initial stanza of solo text employed 

in £.comes to an end, followed b y a new stanza beginning in 396 which 

continues to the end of[§. 'I'he firs t material is accompanied by @ 

and is punctuated by a short return of@ in violin I and I I and in 

the bassoon in 394-395 • The final phrase o f the soloi s t contains the 

sixteenth note pattern from@ "'-hich is here altered to a minor variant 

and echoed by~ in horn I at 395 • The interval of a fourth which 

.introduces~ is possibly traced to the beautiful fourth .in the choral 

line in 392 • 

Prom 396-404 the soloist presents the second stanza in its entirety. 

The orchestral accompaniment contains five statements of~ , 

beqinning in 396 with a variant in oboe :I vhich is actu~y an 

· overlap echo of the horn state:nent from 395 • The next three statements , 

which are melodically identical, follow the effective modulation to 

P' and occur in 398-400 in viol in I, woodvinds, and low strings. At 

403 the final repetition of this motif is heard, beautifu1ly preparing 
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the cadence to ob and the end of ffil. 

~ With the return to ob at the end of the final phrase of solo 

text, Delius reintroduces at 404 in the orchestral accompaniment the 

melodic and harmonic material found in the first three bars of @1; 

and thus providing with the gentle return of~, a song-like balance 

to b. Yet the tranquility of the orchestral material is betrayed 

by the presence of the chorus whose text ~~ounces the bitter reality 

which the tormented "bird" must yet accept. 

~ 'This section presents an impassioned climax built on .repetitions 

of@ and comes as a sudden contrast to the poignant diminuendo at the 

end. of~. With a sudden forte, Delius begin~ the throbbing sequence 

which builds to a climax in 410-412 • It is musically quite similar to 

the other extended statement of~, only longer . There are slight repe

titions of the motif over a chromatically descending bass line . Textually , 

Delius unites the soloist and chorus for the first time in all £• employing 

a canonic treatment of the phrase. 

A sharp cut-off of the fff chord in 412 reveals a dramatic tympani 

roll whose diminuendo prepares the entrance of the poignant ad libitum 

solo line •o I am very sick and sorrowful. " In 414 the accompaniment 

returns with final echos of~ followed by plaintive repetitions of a 

falling fourth vaguely reminiscent of(Y, over the significant tonality 

of E. 

~· Although Whitman's text suggests only despair and sadness, Delius 

begins the final stanza of £ in a quasi major mode (C). In the accompani

ment, 10 reappears (modified once in 419-420 to a major second) and is 

melodically extended to suggest a pastoral mood. 

But suddenly the bitterness of .£.returns in 423-427 as@ in its original 

form reappears in the strings, with Deli us quoting the sequential climaX 
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ot £ found in 408-412 , exact both in motif and harmony. Here he achieves 

possibly a more intense climax, as the vocal line , unlike in ~· remains 

. independent of~ The soloist reaches his ~~tional high poi nt on beat 

· one of 427 , all owing the woodwinds to intens i fy the climax with another 

statement of@, the final one of the work . However, the dissonance 

of £ has been softened here ,from the A0 ~+B (B against C) to simpiy A· ~. 

allowing the soloist to continue onward with the poignant final prxase 

ot the stanza, qradually falling in pitch and dynamic and echoed effectively 

by the chorus in 4 31-432 , ending in e minor. Delius once again recalls 

the mood of the sea as he repeats the fall ing fourth from 416 over bass 

repetitions of a rising mel0d5.c figure reminiscent of~ 

The beautiful closing bars of this section create an effective 

transition to _£and the final portion of the work . A somber falli.nq 

line in the cell o , bass, and bassoon ends with the descent of an E triad 

the completion o f which occurs with the pit ch E in 436 , forming the 

root of the E tonality of the closing. 

Section D 

Delius chose to end sea Drift·with a mood -ecbued with a mixture of 

remembrance, despair and resignation as portray~ in the final stanza of 

Whitman's text: 

0 past! 0 happy life! o songs of joy: 
In the air, in the woods, over fields, 
Loved! loved! · loved! loved! loved! 
But my mate no more, no more with me! 
We two together no more! 

Musically, he personifies these emotions by recalling extensively material 

used earlier, as is immediately noticeable in his choice of tonality . The 
section is composed entirely about the key of E, the prominent tonality o f 

the work, and provides an obvious emotional contrast, as suggested by the text, 

to the ,two preceeding e minor sections. The ultimate sense of resignation and 
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constancy is achieved by the wedding ·of the· words "no more" to the musical 

description of_ the sea taken from the opening of the work. 

Also significant is the introduction of@ and@ and the reappearance 

of five prominent motifs stated earlier in the work. This section begins with 

the soloist sin9ing "0 past! 0 happy .l.ife!" which employs@ as a vocal line. 

As it permeates the orchestral texture in the ensuing bars,~ seems suggestive 

of~, the only sea motif from the Introduction which does not reappera in £ · 

Delius's gift f or creating lyrical solo lines is wonderfully apparent in 

his setting of the first three textual phrases, as the voice soars over the 

accompaniment with the thrilling climax at 445 and sighs longingly with a 

soft octave in 448 • The initial orchestral accompaniment to this material 

is constructed from r epetitions of@,@, a variant of@, and~ Del ius 

delineates the three basic orchestral phrases with~, an extended vers i on 

~f~ The first begins in violin I in 436 , and the second starts in 442 

in the flutes and clarinets and is coupled with~ which swells forth as an 

inner voice in the viola and horns I and III . A third statement of~, which 

serves to introduce the fourth textual phrase, comes as an echo to the firs t 

two and appears in 449 in oboe I, again simultaneously with~in violin II. 

Another less distinct statement of~occurs at the end of the first voice 

and orchestral phrase in 439 in oboe I. 

Appearing as a brief interlude between orchestral phrases one and two are 

two statements of a variant of~ in clarinet I and flutes I and II. Also 

present through 448 are five repetitions of~, the most significant of which 

occurs in 447-448 in counterpoint to the descending vocal line. 

At 449 the opening mood of joy in remembrance wanes as the. solist, over 

~and ·@. begins the fi.rst of two statements of the fourth textual phrase, 

"But my mate no more, no more with me." As this first one ends in 453,~ 

and~ appear again, preceeding the entrance of the textual repetition in 454 
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In this cello/bass statement, @ is expanded melodically to combine wi t h@ 

i n 454-455 , and the flute l iz!e in 456-458 evolves similarly . Even the vocal 

·phrase incorpor ates a variant of@ as it concludes in 457 • The final 

textual phrase of ~~e wor k . which is similar musically to the repetition of 

phrase four, concludes the so loist's line with an augmented version of~ 

in 460-461 • A$ a~t, in 459-461 Oelius reproduces exactly the 

beautiful cadential lice ~ch closed £-~ in 403-404 • 

At this point the sea mot i fs of the Part I Introduction return with@ 

in the bass in 461 fo1lowed by(9 in 468 • Delius begins the beautiful 

closing as the chorus rei.terates the words • no more" against the p l aintive 

shifting harmonies in the orchestra. From 461-466 the harmonic s tructure 

consists almost enti-rely o f consecutive dominant seventh chords r elated by 

the interval of a major s econd: E7 - F~, A7 - B7, c # - E0 9. 
·~ 

Over the final cl!o:ral. phrase at 467 the ori gi nal form of (!)r e-appear s in 

the strings, matching almost exactly melodical ly and harmonical l y the f irs t 

f our measures of the p iece. Thus the symmetry becomes complete, r e- es t abl ishing 

the ceaseless monoto!:!i? o f the sea. 'The work ends quietly with t1or0 r epetitions 

of (D resolving in the final bar to E major. 
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